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A bistable liquid crystal display based on the bend and splay configurations has been demonstrated.
This display can be switched between the bend and splay deformation in a three-electrode
configuration and has infinite bistable lifetime. It also has wide viewing angles, excellent contrast
ratios, and very fast selection. Selection electric pulse duration of 50ms can be used to switch this
display, implying the possibility of a high information content applications. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1810215]

Liquid crystal displays(LCD) that exhibit two stable
states under zero voltage bias are desirable for many practi-
cal applications. Such displays can be used in e-books as
well as other low-power or even no-power devices. Addition-
ally, bistable displays can be addressed using simple passive
matrix multiplexing schemes without any cross-talk prob-
lems. Thus they are attractive alternatives for making low
cost high resolution displays without active matrix address-
ing. Several bistable display technologies have been pursued,
including bistable cholesteric display,1,2 bistable twisted
nematic display(BTN),3–5 and ferroelectric liquid crystal
displays.6 For the BTN, there are several variants with ap or
2p twist angle difference between the two stable states. The
zenithal bistable display(ZBD) is interesting in that the sur-
face anchoring condition can give rise to either a homeotro-
pic or homogeneous alignment.7 Another bistable display
that relies on surface anchoring switching has also been
demonstrated.8 Each technology has its own merits and dif-
ficulties. All are being pursued actively at present.

Another interesting bistable liquid crystal display device
based on bend and splay configurations was first developed
by Boydet al. in 1980.9 It was shown that the bend and splay
alignments could be bistable under some special alignment
conditions. But in that device, both the top and bottom elec-
trodes were interdigital. Special surface alignment patterns
with alternative tilt(AT) structures were needed. The optical
difference between the bend and splay states had to be
achieved by the use of pleochroic dye dopants, so the display
was colored and its optical contrast was poor. As well, the
switching voltage was extremely highs,70 Vd and the
switching time was longs81 msd. Practical devices were not
pursued due to these drawbacks.

In this letter, we shall present a bistable bend–splay dis-
play (BBS). Such bistable display device can show good
black–white contrast without using any pleochroic dyes.
Also the switching voltage can be as low as 10 V and the
switching time can be as short as 50ms. This display can
therefore be driven by conventional driver electronics. The
switching is achieved by a combination of horizontal and
vertical electric fields where the horizontal electric fields are
produced using only one set of interdigital electrodes. The
alignment direction of liquid crystal molecules is also con-
trolled to be perpendicular or parallel to the interdigital elec-

trodes, so that no AT structures are needed and fast optical
responses can be achieved. The BBS presented in this letter
was demonstrated using a SiOx alignment layer.

For a parallel-aligned LC cell, the configuration will
show bend and splay bistability when they have the same
elastic deformation energy. As is well known, the elastic en-
ergy per unit wall area of a no-twist LC is given by
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whereK11 andK33 are the splay and bend elastic constants,
respectively.u is the tilt angle which is a function of distance
z inside the cell.

Under the condition thatuszd is a nearly linear distribu-
tion (it is true for most LC materials), if the splay and bend
cells have the same elastic energy and the pretilt angles on
both sides of the cell are the same, then the following equa-
tion can be derived:

sK33 − K11dsin 2a + sp − 4adsK33 + K11d = 0, s2d

wherea is the pretilt angle.
By solving this equation, the condition for the pretilt

angle such that the splay and bend deformation energies are
the same can be obtained. For example, for MBBA,
K33/K11=1.3. Hencea is about 47°. In general it can be
shown thata is always between 45° and 58° for all values of
K33/K11. Under the condition that Eq.(2) is satisfied, bista-
bility can be obtained. Actually bistability can be achieved
even if the deformation energies for the bend and splay cells
are slightly different. There is actually another possible con-
figuration for the parallel-alignment condition. It is ap-twist
cell. It can be proved that thisp-twist state has a much
higher total elastic energy than both bend and splay state and
thus can be ignored.10 However, if sufficient chiral dopants
are added, then thep-twist state and the splay state will be
bistable. In this case, this is just thep-BTN.3 In this letter,
the LC is not doped.

The large pretilt angle that is required for bend–splay
bistability can be obtained in one of several ways. It has been
reported that both photoalignment11,12 and normal polyimide
rubbing13,14 can be used to produce pretilt angles from 0 to
90°. Another method that can produce strong anchoring at
large pretilt angles is by means of SiOx evaporation.15,16The
latter method is more controllable and is adopted in this
study. For depositing the SiOx alignment layer, the glassa)Electronic mail: eekwok@ust.hk
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plate with ITO electrodes was coated by oblique SiOx evapo-
ration at an evaporation angle of 85°. The thickness of the
SiOx layer was 60–150 nm. Under this condition, the pretilt
angle was around 45° as measured by the traditional crystal
rotation method. The experimental data reported here are all
based on such SiOx alignment layers.

The basic cell structure of the BBS display is shown in
Fig. 1. It was essentially a three-terminal device consisting of
the top common electrode and the interdigital bottom elec-
trodes. The bottom interdigital electrodes were made of ITO
with 4-mm-wide fingers at a spacing of 6mm. Thus the pitch
was 10mm. The cell gap was 3.2mm and Merck liquid crys-
tal ZLI5700/7500-000 was used in our experiment. The LC
alignment direction can be either parallel or perpendicular to
the bottom interdigital electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1. The
performance for these two different alignments can be quite
different.

Optically, the BBS cell behaves as a typical electrically
controlled birefringent display. The two bistable states have
different birefringence. The bend state, with a smaller bire-
fringence, is chosen as the dark state. The transmission is
given by

T = cos2sa − gd − sin 2a sin 2g sin2 d, s3d

wherea andg are the polarizer and analyzer angles;d is the
phase retardation of LC cell given by

d =
p

l
E
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snesud − noddz. s4d

By simulation, it is shown that the optimal contrast and
brightness can be obtained with adDn value of 0.31mm and
a andg= ±45° to the alignment direction of the liquid crys-
tal.

The driving method is shown in Fig. 2. The top electrode
is biased at a common voltageVc. Electrical pulses are ap-
plied to the interdigital electrodes. The opposing digits are
given voltages ofV1 and V2, respectively. The combination
of V1, V2 andVc can produce either a vertical or horizontal
electric field on the liquid crystal molecules. In the simplest
case,Vc is kept constant at ground. Two electrical pulse
trainsV1 andV2 are applied to the bottom electrodes. When
V1 and V2 are the same, the electric field inside the liquid
crystal cell is in the vertical direction. This results in a ho-
meotropic alignment of the LC molecules. When these elec-
tric fields are released, the LC molecules near the top and
bottom alignment layers will re-align and introduce a surface
flow in the same direction. Then the liquid crystal alignment
will favor the bend state. The switching behavior of the LC
molecules in this case is independent of the alignment direc-
tions.

When V1 is opposite in sign toV2, a nonuniform hori-
zontal electric field is introduced inside the liquid crystal
cell. This nonuniform transverse field will introduce an elas-
tic stress. The switching behavior of the LC molecules in this
case will depend on the alignment direction on the substrate
surfaces. For an alignment direction perpendicular to the bot-
tom interdigital electrodes, the movement of the LC is al-
most in the original LC alignment plane whenV1 andV2 are
on. The field-induced elastic stresses are bend and splay
stresses. Conversely, if the alignment direction is parallel to
the bottom interdigital electrodes, the LC molecules will ro-
tate 90° first whenV1 andV2 are on. The field-induced elas-
tic stresses are mainly twist elastic stress. These field-
induced elastic stresses are released by disclination lines.
With the propagation of the disclination faults, the final splay
state will be formed. If the LC is reasonably doped, the erase
of the twist stress will give faster switching. For a passive
matrix driving,Vc will also participate in the driving process
and can act as the addressing electrode.

In our first experiment, rectangular pulses of voltage
Us=uV1u= uV2ud and durationt are applied. The bend–splay
switching results are shown in Fig. 3. Here,U=27 V and t
=1 ms. It can be seen that the transmission of the BBS cell

FIG. 2. The voltage driving scheme. FIG. 3. Switching behavior of the BBS display.

FIG. 1. The basic BBS cell structure.
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can be switched back and forth between the bend and splay
states. Figure 4 shows the experimental transmission spectra
of the splay and the bend states. It can be seen that the
wavelength dispersion for this display is quite small. The
dark state is quite dark, giving an experimentally measured
CR of 45. Figure 5 shows one of our sample BBS displays at
different viewing angles. It can be seen that the viewing
angle is quite good. Also it is possible to improve the con-
trast further and the light transmission efficiency by adding a
half-wave plate between the polarizers. From theoretical
simulations, aCR of over 200 can be achieved with white
light illumination. So optically, the BBS display has quite
good performance. The optical responses are quite fast. For
splay to bend switching, the typical response time is around
1ms, independent of the alignment directions. The reason for
the fast switching is that there is no backflow effect at all.
The response time for bend to splay switching is around
50 ms for the parallel alignment direction.

One very important parameter that measures the useful-
ness of a bistable display is the switching speed.(The
switching pulse duration and the response time are different
issues.) We varied the duration of the driving pulsesV1 and

V2, and measured the minimum voltage needed for switching
to both states. Figure 6 shows the experimental results. Gen-
erally for a shorter pulse, a higher voltage is required. It can
be seen that the smallest duration in our experiments that can
achieve bend–splay switching is 50ms. However, over 85 V
is needed for that pulse duration. For a 1 ms switching pulse,
the voltage needed is 27 V. The voltage needed for switching
this 3.2mm cell is less than 10 V for a 10 ms pulse. This is
well suited for a matrix display using conventional driver
electronics.

In summary, a bistable bend–splay display has been
demonstrated. Such a display has good viewing angles, ex-
cellent contrast ratio, very fast selection, and low operating
voltages than most of the other bistable displays. A selection
pulse of 50ms is possible, implying that at a frame rate of
50 Hz, 400 lines can be multiplexed with no cross talk. 4000
lines can be multiplexed if the frame rate is relaxed to 5 Hz.
This is excellent for a high resolution text display. If the
resolution can be reduced, the driving voltage can be reduced
to a reasonable level as well.
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FIG. 4. Transmission spectra of the splay and bend states.

FIG. 5. A sample BBS display viewed at different angles.

FIG. 6. The driving voltage required as a function of the duration of the
selection pulses.
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